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- Liz new live in love is a 4- 
time jailbird
- Oprah's Agony - her 
painful day-to-day fight to 
stay slim
- Tom Hanks pulls rank - 
Gets the Fonz axed
- Farmer cuts out his own 
gallstone
- It's love, love, love for 
Eddie Murphy and Whitney 
Huston
- Cher Dumped! Live in 
love leaves her for sexy 22 
year old redhead
- Different strokes' star 
Dana Plato: Why I'm posing 
nude for Playboy

. - 'Growing Pains' teen
caught in bitter war between 
tv parents and his Mom and 
Dad
- Psychic snaps spoon in 
two - with his mind
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A 1. Don't attempt to study 
for exams.

2. Stay out all night before 
the exam and drink 
heavily

3. Wake up 10 minutes 
before the exam starts.

4. Dress in clothes that are 
tom and don't match.

5. Get to the exam half an 
hour after it has already 
started.
Sit in the very Hack 
comer of the room.

7. Take a nap until there 
are only 45 minutes left 
until the end of the 
exam.

8. Make mde noises for the 
remaining time /It.

9. Hand in your t .ik 
exam booklet.

10. Show your professors 
pictures of the 
sleeping with ne 
student and ih. onto 
send it to thcii 
wife/husband the 
case may be) if you 
don't get an A+.
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EUNB Hires New Chief of Security
The administration of UNB is 

pleased to announce that they session for the security force 
have hired a new chief of hwhich includes complete training
security. The new chief is Bardot, 1 in hand to hand combat, and 
and the administration is sure she instruction in the use of 
will mlc with an iron fist.

Bardot stated that she will end 
the parking problem on campus comments Bardot stated: "I'm 
by "not allowing professors and looking forward to the retraining 
administration to have their cars period, and finally being able to 
on campus during class hours."

"Oh No!"

She plans a complete retraining
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Big Joe UNB's last minute entry in the World Floor Mopping 
Championships was disqualified three days ago after testing positive 
for steroids. Big Joe who was thrust into the competion when former 
UNB World Champions Big Al and Bigger Brian turned professional 
earlier in the year. Big Joe was entered in the individual Mop Leaning 
events. Utilizing the newly legalized graphite core mop, Joe set a new 
world record that was held by a member of the Polish National Team. 
When questioned, Big Joe denied ever taking the illegal and highly 
controversial drug which has now apparently invaded all branches of 
professional sports. Big Joe claims that he had no idea that he would 

be entered in the World Championships and therefore had not 
prepared in any way. Sources who are close to friends of Big Joe’s 
close friends revealed that the UNB coach had begun, unknown to Joe 
to train him earlier this year. How did he do this? Sources confided 
that the coach had made sure Big Joe had the lightest work load and 
plenty of free time to train. As to steroids, the coach denies ever 
administering any. A full investigation will be carried out as 
someone gets around to it.
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